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Usually, a component in a distributed system has assumptions about the remaining
components of the system. A change in one component might require to change other
components as well. It may happen that the change has to be performed in the running
system. In this paper, we propose a formal model for systems that change their behavior
at run-time: An adaptive system is denoted as a set of scenarios using a Petri net syntax.
Our operational model provides an adaptation operator that synthesizes and adapts
the system behavior as a Petri net branching-process at run-time based on the given
scenarios. We show the feasibility of our approach by the help of an example.
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1. Introduction
The need to formally specify systems the behavior of which must be changed at run-time
is well-identified. Mostly, this concerns distributed systems which cannot be stopped,
updated, and restarted, but must be continuously running. A system that changes its
behavior at run-time is adaptive. Several formal models have been proposed to support
specification and verification of systems and their changes to guarantee correctness,
e.g. [14, 6, 11, 12]. The key idea is that modifying the behavior of a component is a
system operation that is executed at runtime. Most approaches assume or require that
the system to be changed is surrounded by a system that does the change to achieve a
sound solution; their combination yields the adaptive system.
In this paper, we propose a formal model to directly specify distributed adaptive sys-
tems, based on Petri nets: We use scenarios to specify the behavior of a system. The
system has some initial scenarios that specify the standard behavior. As the system is
running, one may add scenarios specifying new behavior, or behavior that the system
must not have. We contribute a generic adaptation operator that synthesizes the system
behavior from the given scenarios at run-time as a Petri net branching process, by syn-
chronization of smaller branching processes. The synthesis depends on each scenario’s
own enabling condition, and annotations that specify how different scenarios may syn-
chronize in different situations. In each state, the actual branching process specifies the
possible system behavior. We implement the adaptation operator as an adaptation step
of the adaptive system. Thus, the system adapts its behavior by itself, based on its own
current specification. A system modeler only has to declare the desired behavior of the
system; the system dynamics then synthesizes an operational model at run-time.
The paper is organized as follows. We explain our approach with a running example of
a locking-protocol. We explain Petri nets and their branching processes, and introduce
the necessary notations and the running example in Sect. 2. We then define the syntax
to denote scenarios in our setting, and introduce our model for an adaptive system
together with the generic adaptation operator in Sect. 3. We then show the feasibility
of our model by revisiting our example in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we discuss related work and
conclude our approach.
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2. Concepts and notations
2.1. Petri nets and basic notations
We reserve the symbol ⊥ to be interpreted as undefined. We declare a partial function
f from a domain A to a co-domain B by f : A → B⊥; a function f : A → B is total.
If f is undefined for a ∈ A, we write f(a) =⊥. We use N to denote the set of natural
numbers. We canonically lift a function f : A→ B⊥ to a set of arguments, mapping to
the powerset 2B, and to multi-sets of arguments, mapping to the multi-sets NB.
Petri nets are a formalism for specifying concurrent, distributed systems in a graphical
notation. For this paper, we assume the reader to be familiar with ordinary nets, and
introduce notation only; we refer to [15] for a detailed introduction.
Let Names be a set of names. We denote a labeled Petri net as N = 〈P, T, F, `〉 with
places P , transitions T , arcs F ⊆ (T × P )∪(P × T ), and a partial naming function
` : P ∪T → Names⊥. Let P and T denote the universe of all places and transitions,
respectively.
A state of N is a marking m : P → N of N that assigns each place a number of tokens;
we conceive a marking as a multi-set. A net system Σ = 〈N,m0〉 is a labeled Petri net
N with an initial marking m0. We denote the nodes of N by X := P unionmultiT , and write
pre(x) for the pre-set of x in N , and post(x) for its post-set. The notion of enabling, the
firing of a transition that yields a step of N , the successor marking, and the runs of a
net system that produce the underlying transition system SΣ of Σ are defined as usual.
2.2. Introduction of the running example
Figure 2.1 depicts a net system 〈Nex ,m0ex 〉 in the standard graphical notation of Petri
nets; we ignore the colors in Fig. 2.1 for now. The initial marking is m0ex = [[rdy, av]].
Names are written next to transitions and places. Our example net Nex specifies a lock-
based access control mechanism restricting access to some operation op. In the initial
marking m0ex , the access control is ready (rdy), and access to op is available (av).
In short, Nex has the following behavior: A user requests access (rq) to operation op
(for instance an operation on a database). The request is pending (pd) until it is granted
(gr), or denied (dn).
Access is granted only if op is available (av): By gr, op becomes enabled (en), op
becomes unavailable (un) for other users, and the access control returns from pending
to rdy. The user can now execute op and, thus, finishes (fin) his work. By releasing the
access rights (rl), op becomes accessible again.
While the first user has access rights to op, a next user may request access (rq is
enabled). This request is denied: Instead of gr transition dn is enabled. By dn, op
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Figure 2.1.: A Petri net Nex that initially marks places rdy and av.
remains unaccessible (un).
Nex has some nice properties: No two users can access op at the same time. Every
transition of Nex can occur. The system always can return to its initial state (assuming
weak fairness for rl). If op is not enabled or just finished (before releasing access rights),
then a request is always denied.
These properties hold under the assumption that op is executed by a process that never
fails. Assume that in the implementation of Nex , op might fail s.t. it does not produce
a token on fin. This is not expressed in Nex , but could be caused by the environment
of Nex . If this happened, rl could not fire and access to op would be denied infinitely.
In the next sections, we develop a model that allows us to express this failure, and to
adapt the behavior of Nex to recover from the failure.
2.3. Branching processes of Petri nets
Besides an underlying transition system, Petri nets have another semantical model called
branching processes. We recall concepts and notations at an intuitive level; the reader is
referred to [8] for a detailed introduction to branching processes.
The underlying transition system SΣ of a net system Σ formalizes a run of Σ as a path
(that may have cycles) in SΣ that starts in m0. SΣ can structurally be unfolded into a
tree S′ with root m0 where an acyclic path in S′ represents an unfolded run s.t. any two
runs diverge in S′ iff they diverge in SΣ, and two runs that diverge at some point, never
meet again. S′ is acyclic and may be infinite (if SΣ has cycles).
Informally speaking, one can build a branching process (BP) of Σ by unfolding the
structure of Σ along its arcs. A BP of Σ corresponds to its unfolded transition system,
and is formalized as an acyclic Petri net. A BP contains subnets that correspond to
the paths of the unfolded transition system; each such subnet is a process of Σ. Each
process can be linearized into a run of SΣ. We now explain how a given branching process
corresponds to a net system at an intuitive level and define the necessary notations. The
formal definitions are given in Appendix A.3.
Let Σ = 〈N,m0〉 be a net system with net N = 〈PN , TN , FN , `N 〉. A branching process
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Figure 2.2.: A branching process βex of net Nex of Fig. 2.1
β = 〈B,E, F, λ〉 of Σ is an acyclic, labeled Petri with some special properties.
The places B are called conditions, the transitions E are called events. Each node of β
has only finitely many predecessors in β wrt. F : Let x, y ∈ X, x is a causal predecessor
of y, x ≤ y, iff there exists a path from x to y along F .
The labeling function λ : X → XN labels each condition of β with exactly one place of
N , and each event of β with exactly one transition of N ; we use a different terminology
and notation to avoid confusion with ‘normal’ nets. As an example, the BP βex of
Fig. 2.2 is a branching process of the net system Σex of Fig. 2.1; in βex , b1 ≤ex b16.
The labeling λ is a homomorphism from β to N in the following sense: A condition
b represents a specific token on place p = λ(b). An event e represents an occurrence,
i.e. a specific firing, of transition t = λ(e). An arc (b, e) denotes that an occurrence of t
will consume a specific token from p. An arc (e, b) denotes that an occurrence of t will
produce a specific token on p.
Two events e1, e2 that a have a common pre-condition are in direct conflict. If e1 and
e2 are in direct conflict, then each x1 and each x2 with e1 ≤ x1, e2 ≤ x2 are in conflict.
Nodes that are neither conflicting, nor causally ordered, are concurrent. A set X ′ ⊆ X
is causally closed if X ′ contains all predecessor of its members: bX ′c := {x ∈ X | ∃x′ ∈
X ′ : x ≤ x′} ⊆ X ′. For example, in βex , e3 and e4 are concurrent, and e5 and e6 are in
direct conflict.
Each maximal set Cut ⊆ B of concurrent conditions, called cut, represents a reachable
marking λ(Cut) of Σ. Each causally closed, conflict-free set C ⊆ E of events, called
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configuration, represents occurrences of transitions λ(C) that can be linearized into a
run of Σ. Configurations and cuts of β correspond to each other: A configuration C
induces a prefix of β, which we denote by β(C). β(C) is a process of Σ and describes a
run of Σ by the events of C. Two configurations C1, C2 where C1 ∪C2 is not conflict-free
define two diverging processes β(C1) and β(C2) of Σ, therefore β is called ‘branching’
process. The maximal conditions of β(C) constitute the Cut(C) that represents the
marking which is reached in the run, m(C) := λ(Cut(C)). We explain these concepts
by the help of our example.
The initial configuration is the empty set. The set of minimal conditions Min(β) that
have no pre-events is the initial cut, Cut(∅), which represents the initial marking. In
our example, Cut1 = Min(βex ) = {b1, b2}, with λex (Cut1) = m0ex = [[rdy, av]].
Let C be a configuration of β. Let t a transition of N for which Cut(C) contains
conditions labeled with all pre-places of t. Then t is enabled in Cut(C), because
preN (t) ⊆ m = λ(Cut(C)). In our example, transition rq with preNex (rq) = {av} is
enabled in Cut1.
If t is enabled in m(C), then β has an event e 6∈ C, λ(e) = t, that represents the
occurrence of t inm(C). That is, e consumes a token from each pre-place of t, λ(pre(e)) =
preN (t), pre(e) ⊆ Cut(C), and produces a token on each post-place of t, λ(post(e)) =
postN (t). We say that e extends C, denoted as C ⊕ e. The extension of C by e is a
configuration (C ⊕ e) := C unionmulti{e}.
Extending C by e yields the successor cut, Cut(C ⊕ e) that represents the successor
marking m(C ⊕ e), and the step m(C) t−→ m(C ⊕ e) of Σ. In our example, event
e1 represents the occurrence of rq in Cut1 yielding Cut2 = Cut({e1}). From there
Cut3 = Cut({e1, e2}) can be reached by the occurrence e2 of gr. The process βex ({e1, e2})
that describes a run of Σex by firing rq and gr is the subnet of βex that contains the
nodes b1, . . . , b6, e1, e2.
A Petri net that has the structural properties of a BP but an arbitrary labeling is
called occurrence net. It is important to note that a configuration is a concept on top
of BPs to express how a BP corresponds to the runs of a net system. That is, a
configuration tells which behavior has been observed in a run. It is the structure of a
BP alone that denotes the possible behavior of the system. For instance, the branching
process βex does not describe the complete behavior of Σ, but only a finite part of it.
The maximal BP β(Σ) of Σ is called unfolding. In [8] is shown that one can construct
a complete, finite prefix βpre(Σ) of β(Σ) that equivalently describes the entire behavior
of Σ, if Σ has not infinitely many reachable states.
2.3.1. Branching processes of merged nets.
Now assume that in Σ = 〈N,m0〉, the net N is structurally composed by merging pair-
wise disjoint nets A = 〈N1, . . . , Nn〉 at equally labeled transitions and places. Merging
transitions t1 and t2 results in a transition t that consumes from the pre-places of t1 and
t2 and produces on their post-places; merging sets of transitions and (sets of) places is
correspondingly defined [3]. For each node x ∈ X, let φ(x) denote the set of nodes that
was merged into x (while preserving sorts); we call φ the synchronization mapping.
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Let XA =
⊎n
i=1Xi denote the set of all nodes of the nets N1, . . . , Nn. (We apply the
index of a structure, e.g. Ni, implicitly to its parts, e.g. Pi and Xi.) As a notational
convention, we write [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 1 (Safe merging). Let A = 〈N1, . . . , Nn〉 be an enumeration of labeled
Petri nets. And let N be the result of merging A by a synchronization mapping φ :
XN → 2XA .
The mapping φ is safe if no two nodes of the same net Ni are merged together, i.e.
∀x ∈ XN∀i ∈ [n] : |φ(x)∩Xi| ≤ 1. Merging the nets A by φ is safe if φ is safe.. ?
A safe φ induces mappings φ = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 with φi(x) := x′ if {x′} = φ(x)∩Xi and
φi(x) :=⊥ otherwise, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Let β be a BPof N . An event e ∈ Xβ realizes a synchronous occurrence of transitions
φ(λ(e)). A condition b realizes a shared token on the places φ(λ(b)) being produced
(consumed) by synchronously occurring transitions. Because of the structural merging
of A into N , each mapping φi is a structural homomorphism from β to Ni in the sense
of the labeling of a BP.
Subsequently we propose an approach to construct branching processes by merging
events and conditions. We thereby do not merge by a structural composition of nets as
written above. We rather determine events, and conditions to be merged dynamically
based on observed behavior of a net.
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3. A formal model for adaptive systems
We will now present our approach for specifying systems which adapt their behavior
at runtime. The central entity of our approach is the scenario: A scenario describes a
possible course of (future) actions and the therein involved resources in the context of
a larger system. ‘Possible’ means that the described course of actions is not necessarily
part of the system, and might require some initiative to be realized: The current behavior
of the system must be adapted if the scenario shall happen.
3.1. Adapting behavior by scenarios
We use Petri nets to specify adaptive systems: The initial behavior of an adaptive
system A is a BP β0 of a Petri net system Σ which realizes the ‘normal’ behavior of A.
Σ is supplemented with further annotated BPes, called oclets, that specify behavioral
scenarios of A different from β0.
We adapt the initial BP β0 while A is executed: A may fire enabled transitions of
βi to follow its behavior. And A may adapt βi to βi+1 by synchronizing an oclet’s BP
with βi in order to realize a scenario. It is necessarily the case that βi might no longer
be a BP of the starting point Σ.
A scenario is realized in a context, i.e. βi, but not every context suits every scenario.
Therefore, an oclet has to provide information whether, and how, a scenario fits into a
given context.
To this end we provide expressive means to denote the importance of an action or a
resource by a temperature, and means to specify behavioral assumptions of a scenario
including a notion of abstraction in the subsequent sections. We then define our seman-
tical model for adaptive processes, and define what it means to realize a scenario in a
BP βi which transforms it into βi+1. This yield a generic adaptation step that becomes
part of the system dynamics like the step of a Petri net that fires a transition.
3.2. Temperature-annotated Petri nets
We now define the temperature of a transition or place which we use when denoting a
scenario. The semantics of a temperature affects BPes and their synchronization. Let
Temp := {cold , hot ,¬cold ,¬hot} be the set of temperatures.
Definition 2 (Temperature-annotated Petri net). A temperature-annotated Petri
net N = 〈P, T, F, `, ϑ〉, TA-net for short, is a labeled net 〈P, T, F, `〉 with a partial
temperature-annotation ϑ : (P ∪T )→ Temp⊥. ?
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Let Σ = 〈N,m0〉 be a net system of a TA-net N where each node has a temperature.
The temperature carries over to each BP β = 〈Bβ , Eβ , Fβ , λ, ϑβ〉 of Σ, where ∀x ∈ Xβ :
ϑβ(x) = ϑN (λβ(x)); we call β a temperature-annotated BP, TA-BP for short.
Definition 3 (Semantics of temperatures). Let Σ = 〈N,m0〉 be a TA-net system.
The temperature of a node of N is realized in β of Σ as follows:
1. (T-hot) If a hot transition t ∈ TN is enabled, it must fire; t is realized in β as a
hot event e if λ(e) = t and e is not in direct conflict with another event of β.
2. (T-cold) A cold transition t ∈ TN may fire if it is enabled; t is realized in β as a
hot or cold event e if λ(e) = t.
3. (P-hot) A token on a hot place p ∈ PN must be consumed ; p is realized in β as a
hot condition b if λ(b) = p and postβ(b) 6= ∅.
4. (P-cold) A token on a cold place p ∈ PN may be consumed ; p is realized in β as
a hot or cold condition b if λ(b) = p.
5. (not-T-hot) A ¬hot transition t ∈ TN must not fire. t is realized in β if there is
no event labeled with t.
6. (not-T-cold) A ¬cold transition t ∈ TN may not fire if its enabled; t is realized
in β as a cold event e if λ(e) = t.
7. (not-P-hot) A token on a ¬hot place p ∈ PN must not be consumed ; p is realized
in β as a cold condition b if λ(b) = p and postβ(b) = ∅.
8. (not-P-cold) A token on a ¬cold place p ∈ PN may not be consumed (but it is
not forbidden to consume it); p is realized in β as a cold condition b if λ(b) = b. ?
We denote a hot node with bold (red) lines, and cold node with thin (blue) lines as
shown in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2; ¬hot or ¬cold nodes will be depicted in a special context
only.
Definition 4 (Consistency of TA-BPes). Let β be a TA-BP. β realizes its temper-
atures if each node x ∈ Xβ realizes the temperature of its label λ(x). β realizes a
TA-net-system Σ if β is a BP of Σ that realizes its temperatures. ?
It follows from the above definitions that if in Σ any two transitions with a com-
mon pre-place are cold and each initially marked place and each place without a post-
transition is cold then β(Σ) realizes Σ.
Observe that (T-cold), (P-cold) (and (not-T-cold), (not-P-cold)) correspond to the
standard semantics of Petri nets. All other annotations have additional requirements
on the BP. These requirements are defined without references to the structure of a net
system Σ. This will become important, when synchronizing two different BP: the result
of the synchronization has to realize the temperatures.
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3.3. Oclets – a Petri net syntax for scenarios
We now introduce oclets, which are a special class of temperature-annotated Petri nets.
The name originates from the idea to specify occurring behavior of a larger system by
small snippets. Oclets provide the expressive means to specify a scenario. An oclet will
be realized as a partial execution of a larger BP by synchronizing events and conditions.
Definition 5 (Oclet). An oclet o = 〈P, T, F, `, ϑ, con,mark , type〉 is a TA-net with:
• The net 〈P, T, F, `〉 has the structure of an occurrence net, but ` : X → (Names \
(T ∪P))⊥ does not label nodes of o with transitions or places.
• o has a causally closed precondition where nodes have no temperature; con ⊆
X, bconc ⊆ con,∀x ∈ con : ϑ(x) =⊥.
• o has set of places, that are a subset of the causally maximal places of con; mark ⊆
(con ∩P ), post(mark)∩ con = ∅; mark is the enabling marking of o.
• type ∈ {universal, existential}. ?
By labels and temperatures, the nodes of an oclet o (and of any other TA-net) are
partitioned into active nodes, passive nodes (no temperature), and abstract nodes (no
name and no temperature): active := {x | ϑ(x) 6=⊥, `(x) 6=⊥}; passive := {x | ϑ(x) =⊥
, `(x) 6=⊥}; abstr := {x | ϑ(x) =⊥∧ `(x) =⊥}, i.e. each node with a temperature, must
have a name. Observe that con ⊆ passive ∪ abstr .
Figure 3.1 depicts some oclets: The precondition and the type of an oclet is drawn
above the dashed line; the places of the enabling marking carry a token; passive nodes
are grey; and abstract nodes have no label. If anti is written below the dashed line, an
active bold (red) node is ¬hot , and an active thin (blue) node is ¬cold .
Because o = 〈P, T, F, `, ϑ, con,mark , type〉 is an occurrence net, the labeling λo(x) := x
for all x ∈ Xo constitutes the maximal BP 〈P, T, F, λo〉 of o. For mere technical reasons,
we will work with an isomorphic copy that is disjoint from this BP; let βo denote this
copy.
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Figure 3.1.: Oclets o4, o5, o6, o7
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An oclet o allows to specify a scenario in terms of Petri nets; βo denotes a possible
course of actions. Thereby a node of o is active if some initiative for its realization
might be necessary; its temperature denotes how it shall be realized. A passive node
of o is assumed to be realized by ‘someone else’. Abstract nodes are similar to passive
nodes; but we only assume that something is happening in a certain causal order without
exactly specifying what.
An oclet’s scenario will be realized in the context of another BP β by synchronization.
Passive and abstract nodes together describes the assumptions that o has on β in order
to be realized. The precondition of o specifies the behavior that must have been observed
to enable the entire scenario. The enabling marking further restricts this precondition
to a specific (partial) state by requiring that certain resources are still available. A
universal oclet must be realized in a context as soon as all assumptions hold, for an
existential oclet, one may choose to realize it; depending on the temperatures of nodes,
behavior is added or removed.
For the remainder of this paper, we only work with a special class of oclets.
Definition 6 (Well-formed oclet, Normal oclet, Anti-oclet). An oclet o is well-
formed if
1. o is connected and conflict-free;
2. βo realizes the temperatures of o;
3. o has either temperatures ⊥, hot , cold – then o is called a normal oclet –, or tem-
peratures ⊥,¬hot ,¬cold – then o is called an anti -oclet –;
4. each active node has a non-empty pre-set of active and passive nodes;
5. no active node of o precedes a passive or an abstract node of o;
6. each hot transition of o has only active pre-places; and
7. if o is existential then all maximal nodes of con are places that are marked by
mark (i.e. existential oclets are enabled in a specific state only). ?
Effectively, an anti-oclet denotes that the specified behavior may not, or must not be
realized; o7 of Fig. 3.1 is an anti-oclet. The BP βo of a well-formed oclet o is has no
conflicts and hence is the only process of o.
3.4. Oclets constitute an adaptive system
We now explain how an oclet o is related to a Petri net system Σ. From there, we define
our notion of an adaptive system that specifies normal and exceptional behavior.
Each net system Σ can be translated into a set of oclets: For each transition t inTΣ
define the oclet o(t) with To = {t}, Po = preΣ(t)∪ postΣ(t), Fo = FΣ ∩(Xo × Xo),
`o = `Σ(x) for all x ∈ Xo, cono = marko = preo(t), ϑo(x) = cold for all x ∈ Xo \ cono,
typeo = universal. Let ot denote an isomorphic, disjoint copy of o(t); ot is just a different
14
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Figure 3.2.: Oclets o1, o2, o3
encoding of a Petri net event for transition t. Its precondition denotes the (partial)
marking where t is enabled. If TΣ = {t1, . . . , tn}, the oclets OTΣ = 〈ot1 , . . . , otn〉 provide
the basic building blocks to construct any branching process of Σ [8].
Intuitively, the oclets of OTΣ can be composed to larger, logical units of behavior.
Assume Σ is a net system that has a complete finite prefix βpre of its unfolding [8]; this
prefix has only finitely many different processes: βpre(C1), . . . , βpre(Ck). Merging and
concatenating these processes yields the behavior of Σ. Each process can be conceived
as a normal scenario of Σ.
Because a process is an occurrence net without conflicts, we can equivalently translate
the processes βpre(Ci) into a set of well-formed oclets OΣ = 〈o1, . . . , ok〉 with the initial
marking m0Σ. Just like β
pre(Ci) is composed of Petri net events, each oi ∈ OΣ can be
conceived as a composition of oclets from OTΣ .
For example, consider oclets o1, . . . , o3 in Fig. 3.2. Starting with o1, and appending
oclets at equally named conditions yields βex of Fig. 2.2.
By adding another well-formed oclet o to OΣ we extend the behavior specified in OΣ
if o is used in constructing a BP β of OΣ unionmulti{o}. By constructing β during an execution,
and by making the use of o depend on this execution (by its precondition), we get
adaptive system behavior. Note that this idea distinguishes our approach from a BP of
a structurally merged net, see Sect. 2.3.1.
Definition 7 (Adaptive system). We call A = 〈OA,m0A〉 an adaptive system if OA =
〈o1, . . . , on〉 is an enumeration of pairwise disjoint, well-formed oclets (usually sharing
some names), and m0A is a multiset of names occurring in A. The set of places of A
is PA :=
⊎n
i=1 Pi which contains no abstract places; let TA, FA, `A be correspondingly
defined. ?
A state of A will be a branching process (in a liberalized notion) together with a
configuration of the branching process. Extending the configuration fires transition of
A, changing the branching process adapts the behavior of A.
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3.5. Dynamically constructed branching process
To describe the behavior of an adaptive system, we use a liberalized notion of branching
processes. In this section we only present an intuitive characterization. The technical
details are rather subtle, and given formally in Appendix B.1. Let A = 〈OA,m0A〉, OA =
〈o1, . . . , on〉 be an adaptive system in the following.
We call our liberalized notion of TA-BP a dynamically constructed branching process
(Dbp) β = 〈B,E, F, λ, ϑ, `〉. Like a TA-BP, β is structurally an occurrence net that
realizes its temperatures.
Events (conditions) of β are labeled with sets of transitions (places) of A by a safe-
labeling λ : X → 2XA of A, λ = 〈λ1, . . . , λn〉, each λi may be partial, see Sect. 2.3.1.
Thereby each node of β must be labeled with equally named nodes of A. Thus the
name `(x) of a node x ∈ X is canonically inherited from the name `oi(xi) of its labels
xi ∈ λ(x)∩Xoi . Like the labeling of a BP is not arbitrary, a Dbp has similar constraints
on λ to give a sound correspondence to the nets of A. The notion of active, passive and
abstract nodes carries over from oclets to Dbp by their definition.
An event e ∈ Eβ represents the synchronous occurrence of the transitions {t1, . . . , tk} =
λβ(e). A condition b ∈ Bβ represents a common token on the places {p1, . . . , pl} = λβ(b).
Put differently, an event e synchronizes k occurrences of the transitions t1, . . . , tk, while
a condition synchronizes l tokens on the places p1, . . . , pl. Thereby, each transition and
each place is contributed by a different oclet.1 A Dbp β where Min(β) is not named
with m0A, that is `(Min(β)) 6= m0A, is called partial Dbp (p-Dbp). By definition, each
net system Σ has a maximal Dbp β(Σ), and each oclet o has a maximal p-Dbp β(o)
where labels are singleton sets of nodes of Σ or o, respectively.
3.6. Semantics of oclets
We sketched in Sect. 3.1 that a scenario specifies behavior in some context. In this
section, we define what it means that an oclet’s scenario is realized in the context of a
Dbp. Summarized, an oclet is realized in a Dbp β if it is embedded as an isomorphic
subgraph of β (except for abstract nodes), and if β realizes the temperatures of the oclet.
3.6.1. Embedding of branching processes
In the following, let A be an adaptive system, let β1 be a p-Dbp of A, and β2 a Dbp of
A. Let βemb1 := β1[active1 ∪ passive1] be the restriction of β1 to its active and passive
nodes, that is the induced subgraph by the nodes active1 ∪ passive1.
Definition 8 (Embedding). β1 is embedded in β2 if βemb1 is an isomorphic subgraph
of β2 by isomorphism h where
1. ∀x, y ∈ Xemb1 : x ≤β1 y ⇔ h(x) ≤β2 h(y);
1The main difference to BPes is that we allow that an event consumes (produces) tokens that are
shared by overlapping sets of places. Thus the λi are only surjective wrt. an event. For a sound
definition we require that λ is injective.
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2. x and h(x) have equal names; and
3. ∀x ∈ Xemb1 ∀i ∈ [n] : (λ1,i(x) 6=⊥∧ λ2,i(h(x)) 6=⊥)⇒ λ1,i(x) = λ2,i(h(x)).
We call isomorphism h an embedding of β1 in β2, that embeds Xemb1 into h(X
emb
1 ) ⊆ X2.
The inverse of h is h−1. ?
The abstract nodes of β1 contribute to an embedding by requiring further causal
ordering in β2. If β1 is embedded in β2 then the ordering of β1 is also present in β2,
there realized by other nodes that are not embeddings of β1. In this sense the abstract
nodes of β1 abstract from the concrete structure of β2.
Definition 9 (Realizing embedding). Let β1 be embedded in β2 by embedding h.
We say that a node x ∈ Xemb1 is realized in h(x) if λ1(x) ⊆ λ2(h(x)). β1 is realized in
β2 if all nodes of Xemb1 are realized; in this case h is a realizing embedding. ?
3.6.2. Realized oclets
We now use the notion of a realizing embedding to define the semantics of an oclet. An
oclet specifies the set of branching processes where it is realized as follows.
Definition 10 (Realized normal oclet). A normal oclet o ∈ OA is realized in Dbp
β2 by the realizing embedding h if h realizes βo in h(Xembo ) = Y ⊆ X2 s.t. each node
y ∈ Y realizes the temperature of h−1(y) as defined in Sect. 3.2. ?
Observe that this definition allows that a hot node of β2 realizes a cold node of o.
An anti-oclet is realized in β2 if a largest prefix of its BP is realized in β2 s.t. the
temperatures are not violated.
Definition 11 (Prefix of an oclet). Let o ∈ OA. Each (possibly empty), causally
closed set X∗ ⊆ Xo of o together with X∗∗ = passive ∪ abstr yields a prefix γ(X∗) :=
βo[X∗ ∪X∗∗] of βo. Let Γo be the set of all prefixes of βo. ?
Definition 12 (Realized anti-oclet). An anti-oclet o ∈ OA is realized in Dbp β2 by
a realizing embedding h if for the largest prefix γ ∈ Γo of βo that is embedded in β2, h
realizes Xγ in h(Xγ) = Y ⊆ X2 s.t. each node y ∈ Y realizes the temperature of h−1(y)
as defined in Sect. 3.2. ?
3.7. Semantics of adaptive systems
We now define the semantics of an adaptive system A. An adaptive system A exhibits
two kinds of dynamics: Firing transitions or adapting its behavior. Let A = 〈OA,m0A〉
be an adaptive system in the following.
Definition 13 (State of an adaptive system). A state s = 〈β,C〉 of an adaptive
system A has a Dbp β of A and a configuration C of β. The initial state of A is
s0A = 〈β(m0A), ∅〉 where β(m0A) is the Dbp that has a unique p-labeled event for each
occurrence of p ∈ m0A. ?
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3.7.1. Firing transitions
The dynamics of an adaptive system A = 〈OA,m0A〉 due to its transitions is essentially
the dynamics of a net system as they are defined by branching processes. The difference
are that an event realizes sets of transitions firing synchronously, and that that this
firing may occur only, if it is already realized in a state s.
Definition 14 (Firing transition of an adaptive system). Let T ⊆ TA be a set of
transitions of TA. In a state s1〈β,C〉, the transitions T are synchronously enabled iff
there exists an event eT ∈ Eβ with C⊕eT , and λβ(eT ) = T . If T is enabled in s1 (by event
eT ), then T may fire synchronously which yields the successor state s2 = 〈β,C ⊕ eT 〉
and the transition-step s1
T−→ s2 of A. The state s2 is a state of A because β is not
changed. ?
3.7.2. Enabling oclets in a state
Let o ∈ OA be an oclet, and let s1 = 〈β1, C1〉 be a state of A. In order to let o be enabled
in s, we have two requirements: Firstly, a largest prefix γen ∈ Γo of βo can be embedded
in s1 (including cono) by an embedding hen . Secondly, o is not completely realized in β.
When choosing the prefix γen we have to be careful.
If o is a normal oclet, the nodesXo\γen shall be realized as new nodes by an adaptation
step. If o is an anti-oclet γen ∩ activeo may or will be removed. This adding and removing
must not be arbitrary in order to get a Dbpthat realizes its temperatures. To this end
γen has to satisfy some properties:
• The enabling embedding hen must respect realization in β1, that is hen has to
satisfy the following property: For every transition t in γen , for every (pre-) post-
place p of t in γen , if hen(t) has a (pre-) post-condition b that already realizes
p ∈ λ1(b), then hen(p) = b.
• If o is a normal oclet the prefix γen must leave at least once active node of o that
is not yet realized in β1: If activeo \ γen 6= ∅ we call hen active.
• Further, if o is a normal oclet, hen must not embed a pre-place p of a hot transition t
of o as a pre-condition hen(p) = b of a differently named hot event e of β1 (otherwise
we would violate temperatures for b in the adaptation step); we call hen aware of
temperatures in this case.
• For an anti-oclet, hen has to embed at least one active node to allow its removal.
Then hen is called active.
Formal definitions for these properties are given in App. B.2.1.
Definition 15 (Enabled oclet). An oclet o ∈ OA is enabled in s1 = 〈β1, C1〉 at Y en ⊆
X1 iff there exists a largest prefix γen ∈ Γo of βo and an embedding hen of γen that
respects realization (with Y en = hen(Xenγ )) in β1 s.t.
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1. the precondition of o has already been observed in s1: hen(cono) ⊆ β1(C1);
2. marked conditions of o are in the current cut: hen(marko) ⊆ Cutβ1(C1), and
3. if o is a normal oclet then hen is active and aware of temperatures;
4. if o is an anti oclet then hen is active; ?
We call hen an enabling embedding. It can be proven that our definition of enabling
an oclet corresponds to the requirements we gave in the beginning of this section; see
Prop. 1 in App. B.2.
3.7.3. Adapting branching processes by oclets
Let s1 = 〈β1, C1〉, s2 = 〈β2, C2〉 be states of A and let o ∈ OA be enabled in s1 at
Y en ⊆ X1 via enabling embedding hen . To perform an adaptation step, s1 o−→ s2 of A
based on hen , proceed as follows.
Definition 16 (Adaptation step of a normal oclet). Let o ∈ OA be a normal oclet
that is enabled in state 〈β1, C1〉.
• Merge a copy β∗ of βo[activeo ∪ passiveo] without abstract nodes with β1 along the
enabling embedding hen ; resulting in β2.
• The isomorphism h from βo[activeo ∪ passiveo] to its merged copy β∗ is the embed-
ding of o in β2.
• Then realize the temperatures of o in β2: For each hot transition t ∈ To, remove
each directly conflicting event e′ of e = h(t), and all causally depending nodes
y, e′ ≤β2 y.
• Finally update labels, names, and temperatures according to Dbp.
This yields the adaptation step 〈β1, C1〉 o−→ 〈β2, C2〉. ?
Definition 17 (Adaptation step of an anti-oclet). Let o ∈ OA be an anti-oclet
that is enabled in state 〈β1, C1〉.
• For each hot transition t ∈ To that is embedded in β1, remove from β1 the event
e = hen(t), and all nodes that causally depend on e.
• For each hot place p ∈ Po, remove from β1 all nodes that causally depend on
b = hen(p), except b itself. This results in β2.
• Restrict the embedding hen to h as the nodes of β1 are removed.
• Update labels, names, and temperatures according to Dbp.
This yields the adaptation step 〈β1, C1〉 o−→ 〈β2, C2〉. ?
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One can show that an adaptation step s1
o−→ s2 of A yields aDbp β2 of A, that does not
modify β1 before the Cut(C1), and that a node gets added or removed in an adaptation
step only, if there is a ‘reason’ for this in o; see Prop. 6 and Thm. 3 in App. B.2. The
adaptation step can be implemented using matching of isomorphic subgraphs, and the
net addition and subtraction operations of [3].
3.7.4. Runs of an adaptive systems
A sequence 〈α0, α1, . . .〉 of sets of transitions and oclets is a possible execution of A if
there are states s0, s1, . . ., s0 = s0A and for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . holds: If αi = Ti ⊆ TA is a
set of transition of A, then si Ti−→ si+1 is a transition step of A. If αi = oi ∈ OA is an
oclet of A then si
oi−→ si+1 is an adaptation step of A.
An oclets type (existential or universal) specifies that an oclet may or must participate
in a run of the system. A possible execution 〈α0, α1, . . .〉 of A is valid if the following
property holds: Let si be the i-th state reached by the execution and that enables
universal oclets {o1, . . . , ok} and existential oclets {ok+1, . . . , ol}. Then the next k steps
are adaptation steps of {o1, . . . , ok} followed by adaptation steps of some (or none) of
the {ok+1, . . . , ol}.
As in Life-sequence charts, we call an adaptive system A live if for each existential
oclet o ∈ OA exists a valid execution 〈α0, α1, . . .〉 of A that has a state si where o is
realized [5].
Note that the entire system dynamic can furthermore be changed by adding or re-
moving an entire oclet at run-time, to allow or prevent its use in the remainder of the
execution. Thereby an oclet works as an isolated aspect of the system that is used or
not used.
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4. Example revisited: adapting behavior to
handle faults
We revisit our example from Sect. 2.2. Let Aex be an adaptive system with oclets
Oex = 〈o1, . . . , o4〉 from Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 and initial marking m0ex = [[rdy, av]]. We will
identify subnets of β2ex of Fig. 4.1 as states of A as we proceed.
Oclets o1, o2, o3 reproduce our example system Nex rdy
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Figure 4.1.: β2ex depicting
possible behavior
of Aex
from Fig. 2.1, while o4 specifies a failure in the ex-
ecution: Oclet o1 is enabled in s0ex and the adapta-
tion step by o1 is the only possible step; after adding
o1, rq is enabled. The execution 〈o1, rq, gr, o2, rq〉 de-
scribes a granted request to access op, and one pend-
ing request. The resulting state is 〈β5, C5〉 where β5
is the restriction of β2ex of Fig. 4.1 to the nodes X5 =
{b1, . . . , b11, e1, . . . , e6}, and C5 = {e1, e2, e4},m(C5) =
[[en, un, pd]].
In s5, o4 is enabled, because we can embed en 7→ b4;
o4 denotes a possible failure of op. So we continue
with 〈o4, cr, dn, o3, o2, rq〉 which results in a state s11
that with Xβ11 = {b1, . . . , b15, e1, . . . , e9, e41, b41}, C11 =
{e1, e2, e3, e4, e6, e8, e41}, m(C11) = [[log, pd]]. From now
on, by just using the oclets o1, . . . , o4, the system will
never grant a request, because op is not enabled and rl
which depends on op cannot put a token back on av.
We therefore extend A by the oclets o5, o6, o7 of Fig. 3.1.
Oclets o5 and o6 stabilize the system to recover it from
this fault: o5 is enabled in s11. Its precondition con5
describes that the system has detected that a request
has been denied, and that another request is pending.
If the next transition should be a further deny dn (dn
is passive in o5), then adapt this occurrence of dn to produce a notification to fix the
problem. That is, append condition fix! to dn only in this situation. o5 is existential,
and we choose to adapt s11
o5−→ s12. β12 extends β11 by condition b51; the configuration
stays put. Now the step β12
dn−→ β13 yields the marking m(C13) = [[log, un, rdy, fix!]].
Universal oclet o3 is enabled in s13; s13
o3−→ s14 adds e10 and b16. In s13 and s14, oclet
o6 is enabled. It specifies that the problem can be fixed by forcefully resetting the state
from unavailable to available by a hot transition reset. The step s14
o6−→ s15 adds e61 and
b61 to s14, and removes e10 and all subsequent nodes, i.e. b16, because reset is hot which
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requires that e61 is guaranteed to occur once reset is enabled. Now, the step s15
reset−−−→ s16
yields the marking m(C16) = [[rdy, av, log]] which includes the initial state m0ex , hence the
system is back into normal operation, and is now fault-tolerant wrt. cr.
Now, observe that the steps 〈o5, dn, o3〉 could have been applied in this order from
s5 if cr does not occur. Let s17 denote the thereby resulting state with m(C17) =
[[en, rdy, un, fix!]]. Now firing reset would be disastrous, because the access to op is legally
locked. The anti-oclet o7 describes that this action is not allowed; o7 is enabled in s17:
Embed pd 7→ b3, gr 7→ e2, en 7→ b4, un 7→ b14, fix! 7→ b51, and reset 7→ e61. This embedding
enables o7 in s17. The step s17
o7−→ s18 removes e61 and subsequent nodes, i.e. b61 from
s17; m(C18) = [[en, rdy, un, fix!]]. By o3 the system can continue.
This example also shows that one has to be careful in the design of the oclets: o6 is
enabled in s18 and must occur according to our specification. This immediately would
enable o7 again, leading to an infinite cycle of adaptations where no transition can occur.
The reason is that con6 is contained in con7. Detecting such inconsistencies in adaptive
systems is important future work for our approach. A possible solution for our example
would be to make o6 existential.
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5. Conclusion
We have defined an approach to formally define systems that can adapt their behavior at
run-time by a system-controlled adaptation operation. An adaptive system is specified
in scenarios with an intuitively understandable Petri net syntax which we formalized as
oclets. We contributed an operational adaptation step that synthesizes the behavior of
the system from its oclets at run-time. The synthesis depends on the current behavior
of the system. The synthesis may add, remove or modify existing behavior by a special
adaptation step of the system which effectively leads to an adaptation of behavior at
run-time. The formal model for this approach are Petri net branching processes. Thus,
our model is operational, and may be analyzed with techniques that work on branching
processes. Additionally, the system specification can be extended at run-time to allow
a wider range of adaptation. In an example, we showed the feasibility of our approach
by making a given system fault-tolerant.
Related Work
The problem of adapting system behavior has been researched from various angles. Many
works consider the adaptation of workflows by transformation rules on the structure
of the system specification to be applied at runtime [7, 2, 4, 14], or by a notion of
relating an old system specification to a new system specification to guarantee a correct
replacement [1]. Some of these approaches, e.g. [14], are more expressive than our
approach. But the condition when to perform an adaptation step is not part of the
operational system specification. Hence the system cannot adapt itself unlike in our
approach.
The paradigm of nets in nets, or object nets, allows to change behavior of a Petri net
as it is executed by a Petri net transition. In this model, a token of a net, can be a
Petri net by itself. This produces a multi-level hierarchy of nets that can synchronize
their behavior [12]. In extensions of this model, a transition can perform a change
operation on a lower-level net (that is treated as a token to this changing transition).
Operations to change a net have been formalized as direct operations on nets [9], or
as graph transformations based on rules that allow constructing system behavior from
scenarios [6]. In [10] graph transformation rules are used to construct a branching
process of a system for fault diagnosis. While in hierarchical nets the modeler has to
make adaptation steps explicit to achieve change, a modeler using our approach just
has to write down the scenario and anti-scenarios of the system to achieve adaptive
behavior. Further, our model performs adaptations in a flat model without hierarchies;
the advantage or disadvantage of this fact depends on the concrete application or system
Dynamically adaptive systems can also be expressed with various sorts of process
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algebras, for instance χ [11] or the pi-calculus [13]. In comparison, our approach features
an intuitive graphical notation, and an adaptation operator that works for any kind of
denoted scenarios. In process algebras in turn, open systems, dynamic communication,
and creation of processes can be expressed as first class citizens together with powerful
analysis techniques; our approach presented so far in this paper does not cover these
aspects.
The expressive means for our approach were highly influenced by live-sequence charts [5]
which are an entirely declarative technique, while we provide an operational model. It
is certainly worth to compare the expressiveness with our approach, but this question is
exceeds the scope of this paper.
Future Work
We are currently implementing our algorithms in a proof-of-concept run-time environ-
ment for adaptive processes. This tool will help us in validating our approach in actual
case studies for modeling processes in disaster management. We research the conditions
for consistent sets of oclets the avoid infinite cycles of adaptation. We also work on gen-
eralizing the notion of well-formedness for oclets to achieve more expressivity in order
to cover practically relevant adaptation patterns as identified in [16].
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A. Formal notations related to Petri nets
A.1. Notations
We canonically lift a function f : A → B⊥ to a set of arguments: f(S) := {f(a) | a ∈
S, f(a) 6=⊥} for any S ⊆ A. For a function f : A → 2B with co-domain 2B being the
powerset of B, we define f(S) :=
⋃{f(a) | a ∈ S} for any S ⊆ A. That is f(S) yields
the union.
We write N for the set of natural numbers. A multiset m ∈ NA assigns to each a ∈ A,
its number of occurrences m(a) in m; i.e. m : A → N. For a function f : A → B
and m ∈ NA, the resulting multiset m′ := f(m),m′ ∈ NB preserves the number of
occurrences m(a) of a; f(m) := [[m(a) · f(a) | a ∈ m]].
A.2. Petri nets
Let N = 〈P, T, F, `〉 be a labeled Petri net. A state of N is described by a marking of
N ; a marking m of N is a function m : P → N that assigns each place p a number m(p)
of tokens. We conceive a marking as a multi-set. A net system Σ = 〈N,m0〉 is a labeled
Petri net N with a marking of N , which we call initial.
We denote the nodes of a net N by X := P unionmultiT . We write pre(x) := {y | (y, x) ∈ F}
for the pre-set of x in N , and post(x) := {y | (x, y) ∈ F} for its post-set. A transition
t ∈ T is enabled in a marking m if each pre-place of t has a token, pre(t) ⊆ m. If t is
enabled, it may fire. Firing t removes a token from each pre-place, and produces a token
on each post-place of t. This gives the successor marking m′ = m− pre(t) + post(t) and
describes the step m t−→ m′. From markings and steps, one can construct a run of Σ and
the underlying transition system of Σ in the usual way.
A.3. Branching Processes
Let N be a Petri net, and let x, y ∈ XN .
• x and y are in causal relation x ≤N y iff there exists a directed path from x
to y along the arcs FN . We write x <N y if x 6= y. Let X ′ ⊆ X. The set
bX ′cN := {x ∈ XN | ∃x′ ∈ X ′ : x ≤N x′} is the set of nodes of N that precede X ′;
X ′ ⊆ X is causally closed if bX ′cN ⊆ X ′.
• Two different transitions t1 and t2 are in direct conflict if preN (t1)∩ preN (t2) 6= ∅.
Conflict is inherited along≤N : Any two nodes x1, x2 are in conflict, x #N y, if there
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exists a place p and two paths 〈p, t1, . . . , x1〉 and 〈p, t2, . . . , x2〉 in N where t1 and t2
are in direct conflict. A set X ′ ⊆ XN is called conflict-free if ∀x, y ∈ X ′ : ¬x #N y.
• x and y are concurrent if neither x ≤N y nor y ≤N x nor x #N y. A set of
concurrent nodes is a co-set.
Definition 18 (Occurrence net). An occurrence net K is a Petri net where each place
p ofK has at most one pre-transition (|preK(p)| ≤ 1),K is acyclic (≤K is a partial order),
K is finitely preceded (each x ∈ XK has only finitely many predecessors wrt. ≤K), and
no transition t of K is in conflict with itself (self-conflict would be inherited from two
different conflicting nodes x, y ≤K t).
If K is conflict-free then K is a causal net.
The set of minimal nodes of K is Min(K) := {x ∈ XK | @y ∈ XK : y <K x}. ?
Definition 19 (Branching process). A branching process β of a net system Σ =
〈N,m0〉 is a labeled occurrence net β = 〈Bβ, Eβ, Fβ, λβ〉 (where places Bβ are called
conditions and transition Eβ are called events) with a labeling λβ : Xβ → XN where
1. λβ is sort-preservingly mapping conditions to places, λβ(Bβ) ⊆ PN , and events to
transitions, λβ(Eβ) ⊆ TN ,
2. λβ(Min(β)) = m0,
3. λβ bijectively maps for each event e of β preβ(e) to preN (λβ(e)), and postβ(e) to
postN (λβ(e)) (we call λβ an event-local bijection), and
4. λβ guarantees that Nβ contains no duplicate representations of transitions of N ,
∀e1, e2 ∈ Eβ : (λβ(e1) = λβ(e2) ∧ preβ(e1) = preβ(e2))⇒ e1 = e2.
If K is a causal net, then β is a process of Σ. ?
From property 3 follows that λβ is a net homomorphism λβ : β → N .
Let β be a branching process. Let C ⊆ Eβ . If C is conflict-free and causally closed,
then C is a configuration of β.
Let C be a configuration, and let Y = Min(β)∪ preβ(C)∪C ∪ postβ(C). C induces
the process β(C) := β[Y ], i.e. the restriction of β to the nodes Y . The Cut(C) :=
(Min(β)∪ postβ(C)) \ preβ(C) is a co-set of conditions and represents the reachable
marking m(C) := λβ(Cut(C)) of Σ.
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B. Formal notations related to Oclets
B.1. Dynamically constructed branching processes
Definition 20 (Dynamically Constructed Branching Process).
Let A = 〈OA,m0A〉, OA = 〈o1, . . . , on〉 be an adaptive system. A dynamically constructed
branching process, Dbp for short, β = 〈Bβ, Eβ, Fβ, λβ , ϑβ, `β〉 of A is an occurrence net
〈Bβ , Eβ , Fβ , λβ〉 where the following properties hold:
1. Events (conditions) of β are labeled with sets of transitions (places) of A by a
safe-labeling λ : Xβ → 2XA of A, λβ = 〈λβ,1, . . . , λβ,n〉, see Sect. 2.3.1. We say
that node x is λβ,i-labeled if λβ,i(x) 6=⊥.
2. Each event (condition) of β is labeled with equally named transitions (places) of
A s.t. the naming function of β is well-defined, ∀x ∈ Xβ,∀i ∈ [n] : λβ,i(x) 6=⊥⇒
`β(x) = `oi(λβ,i(x)).
3. The minimal conditions represent the initial marking, [[`β(b) | b ∈ Min(β)]] = m0A.
4. For each i ∈ [n], each λβ,i is for each event e a surjection from the its λβ,i-labeled
pre-set (post-set) onto the pre-set (post-set) of transition t = λβ,i(e) of oclet oi:
∀e ∈ Eβ∀p ∈ preoi(t)∃b ∈ preβ(e) : λβ,i(b) = p, (B.1)
and correspondingly for post-conditions; called event-local surjection.
5. Each event of β has no two equally labeled pre-conditions: ∀e ∈ Eβ∀b, b′ ∈ preβ(e) :
λβ(b) = λβ(b′)⇒ b = b′; and no two equally labeled post-conditions:
∀e ∈ Eβ∀b, b′ ∈ postβ(e) : λβ(b) = λβ(b′)⇒ b = b′; (B.2)
called event-local injection.
6. Each condition of β has no two equally labeled post-events.
7. β realizes its temperatures by ϑβ : Xβ → Temp.
If β satisfies all properties except 3 we call β a partial Dbp, shortly p-Dbp. ?
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B.1.1. Dynamically constructed branching processes are sound
Properties 1-3, 6 of Def. 20 follow canonically from Properties 1,2, and 4 for BP in
Def. 19. Property 7 is the canonical requirement that follows from using temperature-
annotated branching processes, see Sect. 3.2. Properties 4 and 5 soundly liberalize the
labeling of BP s.t. any dynamically constructed branching process of A is actually built
from the oclets OA as follows.
For classical BPes of a net system Σ, the event-local bijection between events of β(Σ)
and transitions of Σ according to property 3 of Def. 19 guarantees:
• Each event e represents the firing of a single transition t that consumes a single
token from each p ∈ pre(t) and produces on each p ∈ post(t) (surjection onto the
pre- and postset).
• Furthermore e represents a firing that consumes exactly one token from each p ∈
pre(t) and produces exactly one token on each p ∈ post(t) (injection between the
pre- and post-sets).
In a dynamically constructed branching process β, an event e represents the syn-
chronous firing of a set of transitions λβ(e) = {t1, . . . , tk} of A. A condition b represents
a shared token on the places λβ(b) = {p1, . . . , pl} of A. Thus e consumes shared tokens
and produces shared tokens.
• This is sound if each shared token b ∈ preβ(e) is only consumed from (produced
on) a place that actually has (gets) it: ∀i ∈ [n]∀ti ∈ (λβ(e)∩Ti)∀pi ∈ preoi(ti)∃b ∈
preβ(e) : pi = λβ,i(b); correspondingly for post-places. The property 4 of Def. 20
satisfies this requirement.
• Each condition b ∈ preβ(e) is the only representative of a shared token on λβ(b) =
{p1, . . . , pk} that is consumed by e: ∀b, b′ ∈ preβ(e) : λβ(b) = λβ(b′) ⇒ b = b′;
correspondingly for post-places. The property 5 of Def. 20 satisfies this requirement
Our definition allows that an event e may consume two shared tokens b, b′ ∈ preβ(e) both
shared by one place p ∈ λβ(b)∩λβ(b′). But by property 5 of Def. 20 it is guaranteed
that, say, b′ is shared by another place p′ ∈ λβ(b′) \ λβ(b), which means tokens b and
b′ are different in A. The event-local surjection by property 4 makes sure that e legally
consumes b, b′ by requiring ∃t, t′ ∈ λβ(e), i, j ∈ [n] : p ∈ prei(t) ∧ p′ ∈ prej(t′).
By definition, each ‘normal’ net system Σ has a maximal dynamically constructed
branching process β(Σ) where the labels are singleton sets of XNΣ ; in this case properties
4 and 5 of Def. 20 are equivalent to property 3 of Def. 19.
B.2. Correctness of adaptation steps
B.2.1. Properties of an enabling embedding
Let A be an adaptive system, let o ∈ OA be an oclet, and let s1 = 〈β1, C1〉 be a state of
A.
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They key to realize o in s1 by an adaptation step s1
o−→ s2 is to find an enabling
embedding hen of a prefix γen ∈ Γo of βo in β1. It must be possible to extend or to
reduce hen to an embedding h of βo in β2 through extending or reducing β1 to β2 s.t. h
realizes o in β2. There are four requirements that additionally have to be satisfied by hen
(beyond embedding precondition and requirements) to allow the extension or reduction
to h.
The first requirement is rather technical and postulates that if an oclet o has been
realized by some embedding h′ at a specific location Y ′ of β1 already (in an earlier
step), and we now try to embed it again around Y ′, we should use the earlier realizing
embedding h′ as much as possible. This requirement makes the repeated application of
oclets consistent.
Definition 21 (Embedding respects realization). Let o ∈ OA be an oclet, let β1
be a Dbp, let γen ∈ Γo, and let Y ′ ⊆ β1. A mapping h : γen → Y ′ respects realization if
for every event e in γen , for every (pre-) post-condition b of e in γen , if e′ = hen(e) has
a (pre-) post-condition b′ with λβo(b) ⊆ λβ1(b′) then hen(b) = b′. ?
The second requirement takes care of hot transitions. While βo and β1 each realize
(T-hot) for their events by definition, extending β1 by βo could violate (T-hot) in the
result. Let both, e1 ∈ Eβo and e2 ∈ Eβ1 with λβo(e1) = t1 and λβ1(e2) = t2, be hot . If
any b1 ∈ preβo(e1) gets realized by h as b2 ∈ preβ1(e2) then t1 must be realizable as e2;
otherwise t1 and t2 would be realized in direct conflict. But t1 can be realized as e2 only
if t1 and t2 have equal names.
Definition 22 (Temperature-aware embedding). Let o ∈ OA be an oclet and let
β1 be a Dbp of A. Let X ′ ⊆ Xβo and Y ′ ⊆ X1. A mapping h : X ′ → Y ′, is aware
of temperatures if ∀b ∈ (X ′ ∩Bβo)∃e ∈ postβo(b) : (ϑβo(e) = hot ⇒ ∀e′ ∈ post1(h(b)) :
ϑ1(e′) = cold ∨ `1(e′) = `βo(e)). ?
Note that because β1 is an Dbp, the condition h(b) ∈ B1 has at most one hot post-event
e′ ∈ E1 which then must match names with e; symmetrically for βo.
Definition 23 (Active embedding for normal oclets). Let o ∈ OA be a normal
oclet, let β1 be a Dbp of A, and let γen ∈ Γo be a prefix of o. An embedding hen :
Xenγ → Y, Y ⊆ X1 is active if γen 6= βo[activeβo ∪ passiveβo ], or ∃x ∈ Xβo : ϑβo(x) =
hot ∧ ϑ1(hen(x)) = cold . ?
Definition 24 (Active embedding for anti-oclets). Let o ∈ OA be an anti-oclet,
let β1 be a Dbp of A, and let γen ∈ Γo be a prefix of βo. An embedding hen : Xenγ →
Y, Y ⊆ X1 is active if Xenγ ∩ activeβo 6= ∅. ?
Proposition 1: Let o be an oclet and let s1 = 〈β1, C1〉 be such that there is no largest
embeddable prefix γen ∈ Γo of βo s.t. o is enabled in s. Then the assumptions of o do
not hold, or o is already realized. ?
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Lemma 2: Let o be a normal oclet of A, and let h embed a largest embeddable prefix of
γ ∈ Γo in s1 that satisfies all requirements except that h is aware of temperatures. Then
γ and h correspondingly can be reduced to an enabling embedding. ?
Proof. Firstly, γ = γ(X0) for some causally closed set X∗ ⊆ Xo. Temperature awareness
is violated only at conditions b1, . . . , bk ∈ Bγ each having a hot post-event in βo. Because
o is well-formed, each bi is active; thus bi ∈ X0.
Hence there exists a causally closed set X1 ⊆ X0 \ {b1, . . . , bk} in βo; X1 might be
empty. γ(X1) is an embeddable prefix of βo by definition of γ(.). The restriction h1 of
h to γ(X1) still embeds the precondition and the passive nodes of o.
Embedding h1 satisfies all requirements for enabling normal oclets, thus o is enabled
in s1:
• Because h respects realization, h1 respects realization (since h1 is a restriction of
h).
• The precondition consists of passive and abstract nodes only, thus cono ⊆ X1,
satisfying properties (1.) and (2.) of enabled oclets.
• γ(X0) is the largest embeddable prefix of o; it only violates temperatures. Any
set X∗ with X1 ⊂ X∗ ⊂ X0 is either contains a bi or is not causally closed. Thus
γ(X1) is the largest embeddable prefix s.t. h1 is temperature-aware.
• From X1 ⊂ X0 ⊆ Xo follows that h1 is active, satifying property (3.) of enabled
normal oclets. 
Proof (Proposition 1). Assume the smallest prefix of βo, γ(∅) = βo[passiveβo ∪ abstrβo ],
can not be embedded in β. Then the assumption of o that its passive elements are
realized in β in the order that is induced by abstro is not satisfied. Thus o should not
be enabled.
Now, let γ ∈ Γo be a prefix of βo that is embedded in β by hen but violates properties
(1.) or (2.) of an enabled oclet. If the precondition of o has not been observed or marko
is not in the current cut, then o should not be enabled.
Assume properties properties (1.) and (2.) of an enabled oclet hold, and o is a
normal oclet. Then h is aware of temperatures (by Lemma 2). Then h cannot be
active (otherwise o would be enabled) which means Xγ = Xβo and each node and its
embedding have the same temperature. From the definition of embedding and of realizing
temperatures of nodes follows that o is already realized in β at hen(γo) = hen(Xo). Thus
o should not be enabled.
Assume properties (1.) and (2.) of an enabled oclet hold, and o is an anti-oclet. Then
h is not active which means Xγ = passiveβo ∪ abstrβo . But then o is already realized by
in β by definition. 
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B.2.2. Properties of an adaptation step
Theorem 3 (Adaptation steps yield states). Let A be an adaptive system, let s1
be a state of A, let o ∈ OA be an oclet enabled in A, and let s1 o−→ s2 be an adaptation
step. Then s2 is a state of A. ?
Lemma 4: Let A be an adaptive system, let 〈β1, C1〉 be a state of A, let o ∈ OA be an
anti-oclet enabled in A, and let 〈β1, C1〉 o−→ 〈β2, C2〉 be an adaptation step. Then β2 is a
Dbp of A. ?
Proof. Let γen ∈ Γo be the enabling prefix of βo and let hen : γen → Y en , Y en ⊆ X1
be the enabling embedding of o in β1. The net β2 is the result of the adaptation step
defined in Def. 17. We now show that β2 satisfies the properties of Dbp according to
Def. 20.
First of all, β2 is an occurrence net: The step s1
o−→ s2 only removed nodes from β1
and all their causal successors. Thus β2 is a prefix of β1 and hence an occurrence net. It
follows that embedding h : γen → (Y en)⊥ is a restriction of hen (h ⊆ hen). By Def. 17,
β2 realizes its temperature annotations.
1. γen is embedded in β1 by an enabling embedding hen . From Def. 8.3 and h ⊆ hen
follows that λ2 is a safe labeling: h embeds a node of βo in a node of β2 only if
their labels are not contradicting wrt. oclet o. Property Def. 20.1 holds.
2. From Def. 8.2 follows that λ2 labels events and conditions with equally named
transitions and places. Property Def. 20.2 holds.
3. By assumption, o is well-formed. Thus the minimal nodes of o are not active. Thus
the step cannot remove minimal nodes from β1 or introduce new minimal nodes.
Hence property Def. 20.3 holds.
4. The event-local surjection (Def. 20.4) would be violated if the step removed a
condition from a pre-set or post-set of an event without removing the condition.
(i) If the step removes a pre-condition of an event, the event gets removed as well
(being causal successor). (ii) The step does not remove a post-condition b of an
e ∈ β1 ∩β2.
Property (ii) holds by the semantics of temperatures ¬ hot and ¬ cold in Def. 3.
Events and conditions of βo having temperature ¬ cold are only removed from β1
if a causal predecessor was removed. A condition having temperature ¬ hot is not
removed, but its causal successors only. Thus no post-condition of an event is
removed and property Def. 20.4 holds.
5. The enabling embedding hen embeds a maximally embeddable prefix that respects
realization (Def. 21).
Thus when embedding an event e ∈ Eβo in hen(e) = e2 ∈ E2, a pre-condition b of
e is embedded as a pre-condition b2 ∈ pre2(e2) with λβo(b) 6∈ λ2(b2) only if there
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exists no pre-condition b′2 ∈ pre2(e2), b2 6= b′2 that has λβo(b) ∈ λ2(b). Respectively
for post-conditions of e.
Therefore, extending the labeling of λ1 by the labels of βo does not break the
injection-property for pre- and post-sets of events, and property Def 20.5 holds.
6. The adaptation step only removes events. Since β2 is an occurrence net, property
Def. 20.6 holds.
7. β2 realizes its temperatures by Def. 17. Hence property Def. 20.7. 
Lemma 5: Let A be an adaptive system, let 〈β1, C1〉 be a state of A, let o ∈ OA be a
normal oclet enabled in A, and let 〈β1, C1〉 o−→ 〈β2, C2〉 be an adaptation step. Then β2
is a Dbp of A. ?
Proof. Let γen ∈ Γo be the enabling prefix of βo and let hen : γen → Y en , Y en ⊆ X1
be the enabling embedding of o in β1. The net β2 is the result of the adaptation step
defined in Def. 16. We now show that β2 satisfies the properties of Dbp according to
Def. 20.
First of all, β2 is an occurrence net: By assumption (Def. 6) βo is conflict-free. There-
fore, γen is embedded in a conflict-free set Y en of β2 by Def. 8.
If we remove a node, we remove all its causal successors as well; this operation cannot
violate the requirements of an occurrence net.
The nodes Z ⊆ Xβo \Xenγ , that are added by the step, together constitute a conflict-free
occurrence net that is attached to a co-set of nodes (by o being well-formed, Def. 6).
Again, by the well-formedness of oclets, there exists no arc (x, y) ∈ βo with x ∈
activeo, y ∈ (passiveo ∪ abstro). Thus the step adds no arc (x′, y′) to β2 with x′ ∈ β2 \β1,
y ∈ β1.
Thus we do not introduce backward conflicts, that is no self-conflicts, in β2.
Therefore β2 is an occurrence net.
We now show that β2 also satisfies the remaining properties of Def. 20. Let h : Xβo →
X2 be the realizing embedding of o in β2 after the adaptation step. Since the step does
not removes a node from Y en = hen(Xenγ , h
en ⊆ h holds.
1. γen is embedded in β1 by an enabling embedding hen . From Def. 8.3 and hen ⊆ h
follows that λ2 is a safe labeling: h embeds a node of βo in a node of β2 only if
their labels are not contradicting wrt. oclet o. Thus λ2 is safe for Y en because
hen is an enabling embedding, λ2 is safe for the added nodes Z by definition, and
λ2 is safe for all other nodes because λ1 is safe for these nodes. Hence, property
Def. 20.1 holds.
2. From Def. 8.2 and the preceding argument follows that λ2 labels events and con-
ditions with equally named transitions and places. Property Def. 20.2 holds.
3. By assumption, o is well-formed. Thus the minimal nodes of o are not active. Thus
the step cannot remove minimal nodes from β1 or introduce new minimal nodes.
Hence property Def. 20.3 holds.
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4. If we remove a pre-condition of an event, the event gets removed as well (being
a causal successor). By the definition of the adaptation step, we remove a post-
condition of an event only, if it is a causal successor of an event that is in conflict
with a hot event of βo. Thus removal of conditions cannot violate the event-local
surjection.
Each event e ∈ Eβo satisfies the event-local surjection because βo is a p-Dbp.
Let e ∈ Eβo be embedded as an existing event e1 ∈ E2 ∩E1. Then e ∈ γen
and because hen respects realization (Def. 21). Hence the event-local surjection
of e holds for the pre-conditions of e. By construction of β2, each post-condition
b ∈ postβo(e) is embedded as a post-condition h(b) of h(e) with corresponding labels
satisfying the event-local surjection of e (b is embedded as an existing condition
only if the names are equal, see Def. 8). By the same argument all newly added
events h(e) = e2 ∈ E2 \ E1 satisfy event-local surjection and property Def 20.4
holds.
5. The enabling embedding hen embeds a maximally embeddable prefix γen . Each
event e ∈ Eβo satisfies the event-local injection because βo is a p-Dbp. Further
each event e1 ∈ E1 satisfies the event-local injection because β1 is a Dbp.
The event-local injection could therefore only be violated by adding a new pre-
condition (post-condition) b2 ∈ B2\B1 of an event e2 to embed a condition b ∈ Bβo
while there exists a pre-condition b1 ∈ B1 ∩B2 of e2 with the same labeling.
If the step adds a new post-condition b2 ∈ B2\B1 to an existing event e1 ∈ E1 ∩E2,
then b2 must have a different labeling λ2(b2) than all other post-conditions e1,
otherwise b ∈ Bβo , b2 = h(b) = hen(b) would have been embedded as an existing
node b1 ∈ PNpostF1(e1). The step cannot add a new pre-condition b2 to an
existing event e1 because this would violate that γen is a causally closed prefix of
βo (see Def. 11). Thus the step preserves the event-local injection and property
Def 20.5 holds.
6. By the same argument, the step does not introduce two equally labeled post-events
to a given set of conditions of β2; property Def. 20.6 holds.
7. β2 realizes its temperatures by Def. 16. Hence property Def. 20.7. 
Proposition 6: Let s1
o−→ s2 be an adaptation step of A based on hen . Let γen ∈ Γo be
the enabling prefix of βo and let hen : γen → Y en , Y en ⊆ X1 be the enabling embedding
of o in β1. Then the following properties hold:
1. Oclet o is realized in β2 by the realizing embedding h in the set Y ⊆ X2 s.t. if o
is a normal oclet then Y en ⊆ Y and h conservatively extends hen , and if o is an
anti-oclet then Y ⊆ Y en and h is the restriction of hen to Y .
2. Each new node of s2 was introduced by realizing oclet o: for each new node x∗ ∈
X2 \X1 exists x ∈ Xo that is realized in h(x) = x∗ ∈ Y .
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3. Each removed node of s1 was removed by realizing oclet o: for each removed node
y ∈ X1 \X2 exists a node x ∈ Xo that is realized in h(x) ∈ Y with h(x) ≤β1 y in
β1. Removing nodes of s respects causality: if y ∈ X1 \X2 then each y′ ∈ X1 with
y ≤β1 y′ is not in X2.
4. The step does not change the past of s1: C1 = C2 and β1(C1) \ Cut1(C1) =
β2(C2) \ Cut2(C2). ?
Proof. 1. Let o be a normal oclet. The enabling embedding hen and the embedded set
Y en grows by adding the new nodes to β2, according to Def. 16, resulting in h and
Y = h(activeo ∪ passiveo). The step only removes nodes y′ which are in conflict
with hot events of Y (hence y′ 6∈ Y ∪Y en). Thus Y en ⊆ Y and hen = h|γen . By
construction and by Lemma 5, o is realized in β2.
Let o be an anti-oclet. Because the step only remove nodes, the embedding h and
the set Y may only get smaller, see Def. 17. By construction and by Lemma 5, o
is realized in β2.
2. Let o be a normal oclet. By definition of the adaptation step, a new node x ∈
X2 \X1 is an embedded node h−1(x) of o.
We do not add nodes if o is an anti-oclet.
3. Let o be a normal oclet. We only remove an event e1 ∈ E1 \E2 (and its successors)
from β1 if it is in direct conflict with a newly added hot event e2, e2 = h(e), e ∈ Eβo .
From the well-formedness of o follows that the there exists an active condition
b ∈ preβo(e) and the removed event is a post-event of h(b).
Let o be an anti-oclet. By definition of the adaptation step, a node x1 of β1 is
removed only if there is a ¬hot node x of βo that was embedded as a h(x1) with
h(x1) ≤ x.
4. Observe that by definition of an adaptation step C1 = C2. It remains to show that
β1(C1) \ Cut1(C1) = β2(C2) \ Cut2(C2).
If o is an existential oclet, then each active nodes of βo is embedded as a causal
successor of Cut1(C1) (by o being well-formed, see Def. 6, and the definition of an
enabled oclet, see Def. 15). Thus the proposition holds.
Let o be a universal oclet. An active node x of βo has no passive causal successors
because o is well-formed, see Def. 6.
Because the enabling prefix is causally closed holds: If x is embedded as a new
node h(x) in β2 then h(x) has no causal successor in β1(C1).
Thus a newly added condition is in Cut2(C2) \Cut1(C1) and a removed condition
is in Cut1(C1) \ Cut2(C2). A newly added event is causally after β1(C1). Thus
β2(C2) \ Cut2(C2) ⊆ β1(C1) \ Cut1(C1).
A normal oclet removes an event e1 ∈ (E1 \ E2)∩C1 (and its successors) if it is
in conflict with a hot event h(e), e ∈ Eβo . If h(e) ∈ C1 then e1 was not present
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in s1, contradiction. Thus h(e) is a new node in conflict with e1. But then there
exists a configuration C ′1 ⊆ C1 \ {e1} and a state β1(C ′1) where o was already
enabled. Because o is a universal oclet by assumption, an adaptation step with o
had to be performed. In the resulting step h(e) was added while e1 was removed,
contradiction to e1 ∈ (E1 \ E2)∩C1.
By the same argument, a universal oclet removes nodes as early as possible. Be-
cause o is well-formed, it cannot happen that o is enabled only after an active event
of βo was added to the configuration. Thus β1(C1)\Cut1(C1) ⊆ β2(C2)\Cut2(C2).
Hence β2 is a Dbp of A that realizes o and satisfies the properties of Prop. 6. 
Proof (Theorem 3). The proof follows from Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and Prop. 6.4. 
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